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Chapter 1751 VENERABLE! lV 

The weaving of destiny churned with unknown splendor as in the Cosmic Holy Land, a crimson stellar 

red sea was becoming increasingly more colorful as millions of Cosmos filled it every microsecond! 

BZZZT! 

The light of empowerment was maddeningly fast as the aura Noah displayed continued to skyrocket 

ever higher, his Origin skating past 25 Billion Royal Cosmos as it just continued higher. 

While this process occurred, the will of the Unnamed Kainos Emperor resumed the receiving of 

information through prompts on all the new changes! 

Well, he was about to- when he noticed a particular peculiarity. 

There were still some prompts left for the boons of the TABOO Sanguine Emperor and its gift of a 

VENERABLE Bloodline, but from them…Noah had yet to feel any changes to the limitation of Ascendancy 

Halos. 

Not an increase. Not an alteration. 

Even though the Sanguine Emperor went to TABOO, was the limitation of 60 Edicts into a single Halo 

truly left unchanged? 

Noah's will surged out to find an answer to this as it rose up soon enough, causing his expanding stellar 

red sea to surge with shock as the answer lay in another unlocked feature that was mentioned in a 

previous prompt! 

<Sanguine Aggregation has been commandeered by the VENERABLE Unnamed Kainos Emperor 

Bloodline as under it, the sub ability of [Sanguine Ascendancy Domain] is born.> 

The prompt that had appeared before as it mentioned <Sanguine Ascendancy Domain>! 

The ability to pack many Edicts from a single Halo stemmed from Sanguine Aggregation, and this ability 

was commandeered by the Unnamed Kainos Emperor Bloodline to cause the birth of <Sanguine 

Ascendancy Domain>. 

The boon from ascending a tier this time wasn't being able to pack more Edicts into a single Ascendancy 

Halo as this disappointed Noah, but his disappointment had turned into shock when he looked at 

Sanguine Ascendancy Domain. 

<Sanguine Ascendancy Domain>:: Link your Ascendancy Halos, expand your domain, and eradicate your 

enemies! Exceeding quality trumps quantity. This is one of the core concepts behind the VENERABLE will 

of the Unnamed Kainos Emperor as through the ability of Sanguine Ascendancy Domain, all of the 

Ascendancy Halos under the Unnamed Kainos Emperor can be pulled together and fused seamlessly to 

bring about something accessible only to LEGENDS with extremely proficient control of their Halos. 

Through the fusion of Halos, the Primogenial Ascendancy Domain can now be called upon as when fused 

with it, an Ascendant True Form of the chosen Bloodline shall bloom. When reinforced by one's Reality 



Passages, the Primogenial Ascendancy Domain will achieve the authority of Primogenial Sealing against 

its enemies… 

WAA! 

Not the doubling of the number of Edicts into a Halo, but instead, the unlocking of an authority that only 

LEGENDS who were proficient in the control of their Ascendancy Halos came to be as Noah could now 

call upon his <Primogenial Ascendancy Domain> by fusing all his Halos! 

And when he fused with this Domain…he wouldn't achieve a True Form as it would be an Ascendant 

True Form of the Bloodline he chose. 

What did this mean? Just what was the distinction to this?! 

As Noah sought answers, his will focused on the details of the past prompt as he scrutinized everything. 

One feature was mentioned as <Primogenial Sealing>- something that actually required Reality Passages 

to achieve as this was the only thing in the description Noah could not get more information about since 

he could not do it! 

But there was one thing he could see more of as he could personally utilize it. 

<Primogenial Ascendancy Domain>:: An unyielding authority born from TABOO that expands out to 

cover nearby enemies. It requires the burning of 600,000 Units of the Essence of Reality to activate as it 

targets all those in the surroundings and Locks down 2 of their Aspects of Existence up to the 

Primogenial Strata along with anchoring them to their surrounding space. A natural suppression comes 

down on all targets as multiple TABOO authorities or even more unique means are required to override 

the Ascendancy Domain, or a similar domain cast out to oppose this. The laid out abilities up to the level 

of REIFIED Abilities can be instantly disrupted and canceled, with the Locking effects of the Primogenial 

Ascendancy Domain lasting on all affected individuals even after the duration of the domain has ended 

as the only way to overcome the Lock on their Aspect of Existence is for them to break out themselves, 

or with your permission, or they perish. Under the Ascendancy Domain of the Unnamed Kainos 

Emperor, your enemies can only tremble under your gaze as its abilities will evolve and change 

depending on the number of Halos and the qualities of Edicts within it. The domain remains active and 

carries out in effect as long as 200,000 Units of the Essence of Reality are sacrificed every microsecond 

to maintain it… 

…! 

A glorious new working of the Ascendancy Halo appeared as its effects…were ridiculous to say the least! 

So glorious that even Noah was questioning them. 

Didn't portions of <Primogenial Ascendancy Domain>...sound extremely similar to the authority of 

<Reality's Oversight> that Ancestral Beowulf had utilized to dispel the casting of Noah's abilities?! 

From the elevation of a single TABOO Edict that gave way to this VENERABLE Bloodline…he was actually 

getting things only LEGENDS were privy to?! 

OOOOM! 



A sonorous voice rang out amidst Noah's shock and wonder. 

<You're beginning to attain the abilities of LEGENDS before even forming your Reality Passages…I can 

commend you for this. But I guess it is logical for a Bloodline that was named after this Era…> 

…! 

A VENERABLE Bloodline that had the name of this Era inscribed within it. Its effects were astounding as 

always, Noah wondered what else could be out there. 

<Well, yours is still Unnamed, and it is unknown how many other Destined beings have managed to 

forge a Bloodline with an Affix of this Era…but you'll probably come to know their names soon enough.> 

Lavalliere spoke freely as Noah thought about the area where he would meet the upcoming Generation 

of LEGENDS, his gaze becoming firm once more as he tried to understand more about what he had just 

gained. 

"Can you speak upon the means of Primogenial Sealing shown in the Primogenial Ascendancy Domain?" 

<.25 Uses.> 

"..." 

The reply was fast as Noah's stellar red sea radiated bountiful stellar light, his will shaking itself out of his 

stupor as he let the answers come by themselves in time! 

Chapter 1752 VENERABLE! V 

Among the many boosts that the elevation of the Sanguine Emperor to TABOO brought, a few were 

astounding as they also reserved their own recognition. 

<The Maximum number of True Sanguine Clones has been raised to 10.> 

<The ability of Cosmic Lineage is further strengthened as the Unnamed Kainos Emperor Bloodline is 

passed down to your Lineage as the Lineage Kainos Emperor, carrying a portion of your abilities and 

will.> 

True Sanguine Clones raised to a ridiculous number of 10, and those of Noah's Blood getting a definitive 

Bloodline termed the Lineage Kainos Emperor Bloodline! 

This showed itself splendorous as within Noah's mind, a flash of light bloomed at it showed a vision of 

something occurring far away through the eyes of none other than a Blue Slime. 

It was a scene of battle and carnage as one side had vibrant existences who had released incandescent 

Destiny Reality Passages that were suffused with golden light, and the other side was a mess of battles 

where Golden Dwarven Kings and Emperors could be seen fighting viruses Blight Serpent Dragons and 

Primordial Beasts with shocking vessels and armaments that glowed with utmost splendor. 

Rivers of golden blood were permeating throughout as deathly shattered stellar bodies could be seen all 

around. 



It was an already bloody battle as at the center of it all, a single Draconic Elephantine Beast was roaring 

out with power while being chased by multiple Eighth Firmament Primordial Beasts, its elephantine 

limbs releasing a devouring light that actually forcefully pulled upon the bodies of Primordial Beasts to 

fuse onto into own body! 

The eyes of this beast were cold as they lit up when they saw the newly arriving party that actually had a 

small child in the lead, this child being Little Henry as his party was just about to join the battle! A 

childish face filled with astounding regality and royalty showed itself before everyone's eyes as just 

when this face hardened and he prepared to give a command… 

BOOOM! 

The small figure of Little Henry exploded out with horrifying power that raged across the whole area for 

many light years- a power that stemmed from his blood that caused all other Bloodlines nearby tremble 

fearfully! 

"Ah…!" 

The mere visage of the Lineage Kainos Emperor was astounding against weaker Bloodlines as Noah saw 

his son utterly change the pace of the ongoing battle with his mere presence, everything coming to a 

halt as enemies from the Ninth Firmament to the Seventh Firmament were forced to stop and gaze 

towards him in shock. 

Little Henry himself had a helpless look as he shook his head, barely controlling the surging essence 

within him as the Commanders of Primordial Beasts, Blight Serpent Dragons, and the Golden Dwarfs all 

turned towards him and his party. 

Many were solemn as the prideful figure of the Matriarch of the Blight Serpent Dragons was the one to 

speak out in disbelief! 

With a light of shock, the figure of Belladonna at the helm of commanding Blight Serpent Dragons asked 

as she looked at the visage of this small child. 

"What…what are you!? What force do you come from?!" 

WAA! 

Little Henry's body was erupting with a heavy pressure of blood as gold and crimson lights surged 

around him, replying lightly as he raised his hand… 

"I...am the son of the Emperor you placed on the Primordial Blacklist." 

…! 

BOOOM! 

His hand descended as it pressed down a shocking authority that even caused the hearts of the Ninth 

Firmament Primordial Beasts to tremble, Little Henry beginning to explore and utilize the newly gained 

authority of the Lineage Kainos Emperor! 



The flash of light within Noah's mind faded as he let this scene play out, simply affirming his son was 

doing well as he continued with his matters in the Cosmic Holy Land. 

"My few days old son can now suppress Ninth Firmament existences…ah!" 

Noah's eyes shone with an astounding light of pride and happiness as the will of Lavalliere looked at this 

scene and couldn't help but add in. 

<I was surprised seeing you only having a single progeny. If you put in more effort and find unique 

women with Mythical Natural Born Physiques or many other special Physiques, you can even gain 

something from consummating with them and sow Seeds of Destiny by having many progeny across 

Realities and Dimensions…> 

…! 

Lavalliere spoke of dangerous things as she abruptly stopped there, Noah's stellar red sea bubbling with 

power as he replied sharply. 

"You want to help me find such women?" 

<Sure, .5 Uses. And I'll even be there to cheer you on if you have any problems.> 

"..." 

This terrifying treasure replied freely as it nearly caused Noah to sigh, bringing his focus back to the 

ending prompts of the boons of TABOO as he saw the progression of his Origin. 

His stellar crimson sea was still expanding and becoming filled with even more stellar bodies, with bursts 

of golden and crimson clouds beginning to form all around the Cosmic Holy Land as it showed something 

grand was coming! 

With genuine Seeds of Reality turned into liquified masses of stellar essence, Noah's forging of Royal 

Cosmos was easy as they rose by tens of billions every few seconds. 

The 50 billion barrier that didn't even give his Vassals a problem at the Eighth Firmament due to their 

Reality Passages gave him even fewer problems as the raging force of the Kainos Primordial 

Mesenchymal Cells, Unanimity of the Parsimonious Emperor, and the raging essence of Seeds of Reality 

themselves burst open this restriction instantly! 

The greatest ordeal of 100 Billion would soon come as Noah prepared. 

He was ready to unleash <Sanguine Adequation> to pair it up with all the others to instantly break apart 

this Limitation as he saw for himself just what would occur when he exceeded this aspect of Existence! 

HOOOONG! 

Radiant crimson gold light weaved as billions of Royal Cosmos were formed, Noah feeling his base True 

Reality Damage Values Defense Values continue to rise as he had to re-optimize to see exactly where he 

was at after all this because even as all this occurred- the surroundings still held the spinning storm of 

pristine white sand as his Infinite Dream Physique was still undergoing its first Cycle of refinement. 



The Throne of Arcadian Tyranny was still burning Edicts as his Primogenial Soul was also further getting 

refined! 

And now….his Origin was proceeding forward as Noah was refining and strengthening all of his Three 

Aspects of Existence! 

HOOOOOONG! 

At this time, his mass of a crimson stellar red sea released a blinding radiant light as it stopped 

expanding. 

Noah's will coldly gazed within him as he saw the magisterial scene of 100 Billion Cosmos swirling with a 

sense of wonder and disorder. 

They had no order as they weren't given a method of operation through a Runic Ecriture of Modus 

Operandi! 

They could proceed no further as they had reached an 'Absolute' limit, and due to how robust and 

ridiculous the foundation of the one holding this Origin was…it even showed signs of wanting to rotate 

by itself to begin the workings of a Reality! 

OOOM! 

His very Origin was tugging on Noah's soul and wishing for his knowledge of the Azure Treasure 

Emperor's Runic Ecriture of Modus Operandi to be put to use- for him to utilize this method of rotating 

one's Origin to form his Passages and allow it to advance forward. 

His Body and Soul were more than ready as the latter had even already entered the Primogenial Strata- 

all three aspects of his existence dancing and pulsing with light as they already felt like they had done 

more than enough and could resonate to under complete rebirth and become a LEGEND! 

Yet the will of the Unnamed Kainos Emperor surged out. 

"INSOLENT!" 

BOOOOM! 

His three Aspects of Existence quaked as they were forcefully silenced. 

They didn't cry out for methods of a Runic Ecriture of Modus Operandi to be put to use, nor did they 

express the signs that they were ready to advance! 

The will of the Unnamed Kainos Emperor showed its tyranny as even the Aspects of Existences were 

reigned in, with the voice coming out soon after to do what it intended. 

"<Sanguine Adequation>." 

HOOONG! 

The Liquified Primogenial Soul began to burn. 

The target was the Origin as the glass ceiling stopping its advancement past 100 Billion…the raging will 

of the Unnamed Kainos Emperor went on to attack it with boundless majesty! 



Who decided one had to stop at 100 Billion Cosmos? 

Who decided the Unnamed Kainos Emperor had to follow a path laid down across the Ages that the 

masses followed?! 

Who decided that?! 

HUUUM!!! 

Chapter 1753 Exceed in Another Aspect of Existence! I 

One existence's raging will echoed out for many light years as he imposed himself unto his very Origin 

commandingly! 

The Origin felt like it had reached the bounds sufficient for advancement into the next Realm. 

The body had been refined by multiple Physiques as it also felt it was ready to proceed forward! 

The Soul…was already a step ahead and had achieved the Primogenial Strata as it just wanted to pull the 

other Aspects of Existence along and be complete! 

So they sought for the method to operate the Origin and mimic the working of a Reality to start the 

whole process, yet the will of the being controlling everything admonished them as they were forced to 

obey silently. 

This being then sent his will to attack the shackles and glass ceiling of the very Origin as he dreadfully 

pulled from the power of his Primogenial Soul through <Sanguine Adequation>, vibrant blue gold 

colored flames rising and coming to wash over the 100 Billion Cosmos! 

Along with this, the force of 10 Seeds of Reality exploded out as Noah dumped them in freely- these 

seeds turning into multicolored Essence that also raged inside. 

Then there were the Kainos Primordial Mesenchymal Cells bathing over all these Cosmos and continuing 

to expand them, as well as the pressure from the <Unanimity of the Parsimonious Emperor>! 

All these factors came into play as whatever shackles existed were bound to be knocked down 

extremely fast. 

This wasn't to even mention that breaking the shackles was even easier due to the distinction of Noah 

being a Limit Breaker! 

The 'glass ceiling' that put a cap of 100 Billion Cosmos didn't even last a microsecond. 

BOOOM…CRACK! 

Like the shattering of reinforced glass that was holding something in, a restriction that bound all 

existences was smashed away. 

BZZZT! 

The stellar red sea vibrated with maddening waves of essence as the moment this Limit was shattered 

apart, the cluster of 100 billion Cosmos came to a complete halt! 



They didn't rotate or move or even release a single glimmer of light for a while microsecond as soon 

after… 

WAAA! 

A magisterial cerulean blue light bloomed from the very center of these Cosmos as they nearly doubled 

in size! 

<You have exceeded the Limitations of the Origin in the Firmaments of Ascendancy as your Origin begins 

to undergo advancement!> 

An incandescent light of blue echoed out as the stellar crimson sea was nearly drowned in it, this light 

coming from the interconnected Cosmos as after they doubled in size, they continued to expand as a 

moment later…their proliferation past 100 Billion continued. 

HOOOONG! 

A shockingly illustrious light bloomed out as under the liquified essence of 10 Seeds of Reality, hundreds 

of millions of now mainly stellar blue Cosmos with wisps of red and gold permeated throughout his 

Origin! 

Their expansion and proliferation didn't stop as it raged ever further, Noah going forward to cut off 

Sanguine Adequation as he allowed his Seeds of Reality to steer things forward while his mind began to 

buzz with glimmering prompts. 

<From being unranked, your Origin becomes distinguished as it breaks into a unique stage granted to 

those who have exceeded the base requirement for a Reality.> 

<Your Reserves of Fortune and Destiny are increasing in their refinement.> 

<Your Reserves of Mana are increasing in their refinement.> 

<Your elevated Origin contains the reserves of the Essence of Reality, its exceeded limitations bringing 

your Maximum Reserves of the Essence of Reality to 1,000,000.> 

HOOONG! 

His glimmering stellar sea raged with astounding might and Essence as his Origin continued to expand 

and increase in numbers, the Cosmos within shining with untold splendor as the space that contained 

his reserves of the Essence of Reality increased fervently! 

<Your Origin has not transformed yet into a Reality as it exceeded the number of Cosmos a Reality 

should hold, not being able to achieve the Primogenial Strata of Reality as it has instead advanced to the 

unique Casuistic Origin Primogenial Strata!> 

RUMBLE! 

Casuistic Origin Primogenial Strata! 

Casuistic was a word that meant illogical or implausible, with some meanings even referring to it as false 

as this was the ranked stage Noah had achieved. 



It seemed to be lower than the genuine Primogenial Strata of the Origin as a genuine Reality wasn't 

formed, but it was also above the unranked Strata as it put the Limit Breakers of the Origin in a unique 

position! 

<An Astounding Achievement! You have achieved the Casuistic Origin Primogenial Strata before the 

formation of Reality as your Unnamed Kainos Emperor Bloodline has been elevated slightly, your 

Candidacy as a Kainos Emperor being further solidified.> 

…! 

A stark prompt rose that caused his advanced Soul and Origin to tremble as it held too many meanings 

and secrets. 

<Your authority as an Emperor of this Age has risen slightly.> 

BZZZT! 

The crown above his head began to spin faster and release even more glorious splendor, a third letter 

beginning to form in succession to the second that appeared not too long ago! 

Yet Noah's eyes weren't focused on this. 

They were focused on the words that stated <...your Unnamed Kainos Emperor Bloodline has been 

elevated slightly…> 

The stage of the Unnamed Kainos Emperor was raised a little with the shocking accomplishment of 

exceeding the Origin's limitations, with this affirming the wondrous reality that VENERABLE was not the 

highest Tier of a Bloodline! 

There was something far above this to the point that an accomplishment of exceeding the origin in the 

Firmaments of Ascendancy actually only slightly elevated Noah's Bloodline further. 

"..." 

The raging storms of white Dream Essence refining his body and the scintillating lights of his stellar red 

sea form seemed to fade away as Noah thought about this singular possibility. 

What lay above VENERABLE! 

"..." 

His thoughts were wild as his will surged with balance and steadiness, the vibrant voice of Lavalliere 

ringing out soon enough as if she could see the same prompts Noah was seeing. 

<The stage above VENERABLE…well, all I can say is that it is extremely rare to find existences who can 

achieve that in these barren lands we are in.> 

…! 

Chapter 1754 Exceed in Another Aspect of Existence! II 

Barren lands. 



Lavalliere had used these words multiple times now, each time causing Noah's firm heart to shake! 

"What exactly are you referring to when speaking about 'barren lands?' The vast Realities? 

Dimensions?" 

WAA! 

His will surged out powerfully as it asked. 

And yet… 

This was the one time Lavalliere turned silent. 

She wouldn't speak upon this- or she couldn't yet as she didn't even put up the price of a usage! 

But this thought cemented itself in Noah's mind as with her words, the stage a Bloodline past 

VENERABLE was something so extremely rare that Noah could infer that the masses of LEGENDS didn't 

have such a thing. 

Yet now…he would begin walking towards it no matter what it took! 

HOOONG! 

His solidified crown spun with magisterial splendor as a third letter had revealed itself next to <ET>. 

With radiance and a light of glory, the third letter to come was <H> as the brilliant visage of <ETH> spun 

and paid homage to Noah's brilliant crown! 

The more letters that came, the more one could pinpoint what the final word would be, but this didn't 

matter to Noah as he would just wait for it to come and not play any guessing games! 

Right now, his focus remained on his Origin as with the exceeding of this limitation- its effects would be 

even more horrendous than his soul. 

This was because it was very, very hard to cultivate and strengthen the soul as Noah had to burn Edicts 

or locate Soul Crystals to do so! 

But the Origin… 

Noah had many, many Seeds of Reality. 

He had Quintupled them and all his Shards of a Seed of Reality that Lavalliere had swallowed half of, 

with his Seeds of Reality being the only Loot untouched so far as his Expansive Space opened itself wide. 

From the skies, glimmering Seeds of Reality that seemed to contain 100 Billion bright glimmering 

Cosmos descended down with Noah's command, all of them becoming liquefied the moment they 

entered into the stellar red sea as their essence was used to maddeningly push Noah's number of 

Cosmos higher! 

The question of how high was the only thing left. 

Just how many Cosmos would he actually be able to forge by the time he strove for Reality? How would 

the Reality that stems from an Origin with such a number of Cosmos be?! 



Noah's will sought such answers while resplendence glowed all around him, this process taking its time 

as the description of the <Casuistic Origin Primogenial Strata> that Noah was forging now was still filling 

itself out. 

As Noah waited for the time to pass, the one thing he was currently making sure of was to wrap LETHE 

tightly around the figure of Alexander walking about- making sure that its unique sura of breaking the 

limitation of the Origin never freely got out and caught the attention of the LEGENDS of the Pure 

Blooded Domains. 

Currently, this clone with the identity of Alexander was going through multiple portals across the 

Peninsulas of the Pure Blooded Domains of the Royal Humans, passing through multiple regions and 

heading towards a single location that Noah was looking forward to- the place where he would undergo 

the Bloodline Baptism! 

The night had passed as he had received the call from Genevieve, Beatrix beside him and taking him to 

the unique domain where all this took place as her voice echoed out when they went through the last 

portal to appear in a place bustling with activity, and yet a sense of untouched holiness surrounded this 

place. 

"This is one of the sacred domains of the Pure-Blooded Domain of Royal Humans- the Sacred Bloodline 

Peninsula where existences undergo Bloodline Baptism to become those under the banner of Royal 

Humans…" 

Her words flowed in and out as the scene opened itself up before their eyes. 

The most unique thing that drew one's eyes here was a massive figure of the Body of an ancient corpse 

of a Royal Human- and yet it seemed very much alive as its skin shone with brilliant gold and white 

luster! 

This massive corpse released a sacred aura as its eyelids were closed akin to stellar gates, its face 

exceedingly handsome as its hands were raised above it like it wanted to support the whole skies! 

Above the raised hands of this massive corps, a vast crimson gold sea that took up most of the surface 

area of this place flowed silently as this was the place all beings congregated around. 

A stellar disk like platform surrounding this vast pull of blood that seemed to be supported by the 

singular corpse, enormous mountain like Reality Trees anchored in space and surrounding this blood sea 

as billions of auras could be felt within these Reality Trees, and a procession of billions of Royal Humans 

gazed at the crimson gold blood sea with fervor atop the stellar disk like platform. 

The authoritative aura of Empress Genevieve that showed her status could be felt at the peak of one of 

the Reality Trees, and there were multiple other auras similar to her on the other Reality Trees as it was 

the parties of other Bloodline Candidate Rulers seeking the position of the Bloodline Master! 

Noah's entrance with Beatrix seemed to have caught attention as before they could even delve in, a 

majestic voice of royalty came from the peak of one of the Reality Trees and spread out across the 

Sacred Bloodline Peninsula. 

"Your champion has finally arrived, Little Gen. We can now proceed with the baptism of our followers 

and see just who is aligned with our Pure-Blooded Cardinal Royal Human Bloodline!" 



HOOONG! 

The voice of a Candidate Emperor of the Royal Humans rose as the visage of a golden haired young man 

made itself clear atop a Reality Tree. 

Just like Genevieve…those seeking to become Bloodline Masters had obtained followers that would be 

undergoing the Bloodline Baptism today- a wondrous affair as one could see just how in tune those who 

participated in the baptism by bathing in the blood of an Ancestor would be! 

They would bathe in the Sacred Blood Sea of the Ancestor and truly become part of the Royal Humans, 

this particular baptism promising to be a shocking affair due to one anomalous being that would be 

involved in it! 

Noah's eyes flashed with this scene that Alexander was experiencing as his own stellar crimson blood 

sea continued to churn with vibrant waves of power, intent on seeing the changes he would undergo as 

he dipped into the Sacred Blood from the corpse of an existence that should have been a LEGEND with 

his current means of a TABOO Nomological Edict geared towards blood! 

Chapter 1755 Primogenial Casuistic Origin! 

In the Cosmic Holy Land. 

The visage of one particular being was utterly astonishing as the boons of the VENERABLE Unnamed 

Kainos Emperor Bloodline had ended, the stellar red sea beginning to churn and receding to form back 

onto his glorious humanoid form. 

Yet the stellar light of this red sea was astounding as currently, one could see a large number of Cosmos 

that even while receding into a body- it seemed like an unnatural amount! 

After the 100 Billion mark was eradicated, proceeding forward was a disastrous task for Noah as he did 

it seamlessly. 

Since he had the resources to do so and there was no barrier to stop him…a few hundred billion Royal 

Cosmos had already been forged! 

With there being more than enough Seeds of Reality, he could truly not be stopped as he proceeded 

forward! Until… 

BZZZT! 

He returned to his humanoid form as a stellar accepted figure radiating purple, blue, and golden stellar 

light could be seen, his body releasing arcs of crimson light that showed off the surging TABOO authority 

as when Noah reached 613 Billion Cosmos…his Origin trembled and slowly stopped the proliferation of 

Cosmos. 

613 Billion! 

It was an utterly ridiculous concept as when one recalled how each Cosmos was equivalent to 3 normal 

others with the bass Limit most Legends had for their first Reality being 100 Billion… 

It was just setting Noah up to be capable of thrashing normal LEGENDS with ease! 



His body released pulses of crimson light as he opened his eyes to see the prompts that had been rising 

this whole time while his Origin expanded. 

<Your Maximum Reserves of the Essence of Reality have increased by 30,000> 

<Your Maximum Reserves of the Essence of Reality have increased by 50,000…> 

<Your Maximum Reserves of Fortune and Destiny have increased by 10%> 

<Your Maximum Reserves of Mana have increased by 10%...> 

Every time that billions of more Cosmos formed, such prompts had been coming as the expansion of 

Mana reserves were inconsequential while fortune and destiny were appreciated, but it was the Essence 

of Reality that was most appreciated as after expanding above 600 Billion Cosmos- Noah's Maximum 

Reserves of the Essence of Reality had shot up until they settled at 1.6 Million! 

As for the reason why the proliferation of Cosmos had stopped at this moment even though the Essence 

of the liquified seeds of Reality were still there? 

It was because in terms of strength, his Primogenial Casuistic Origin had even gone to exceed the soul at 

this moment as it was even further ahead from the Body- this action stopping its further advancement 

to make sure a large imbalance wouldn't be caused in Noah's body between his three Aspects of 

Existence! 

Because he had the resources for it, he could do such a ridiculous thing as even the soul he had achieved 

Primogenial Strata on first was exceeded. 

And even now, he could still continue further as all he had to do was utilize Sanguine Adequation and 

burn his Origin to begin speeding up the strengthening of his Body…and very quickly see if this Aspect of 

Existence could have its limits broken soon. 

For this, his rate of refining his Physique would be increasing as even though the swirling white Dream 

Essence storm that was refining his body for the first Cycle of the Infinite Dream Physique- its rate of 

refinement would be greatly elevated and pushed forward if Noah burned the strength of his Origin to 

propel his body forward! 

But he didn't get started on this right away as he took his time to absorb all the gains and understand 

just how ridiculous all the things he had done were. 

After 100 Billion Royal Cosmos, there was no limitation to stop him as his destiny only told him of one 

number that he had to be mindful of. 

"1,000 Billion Cosmos…" 

HOOOONG! 

His majestic voice caused the surrounding space to nearly shatter as he could almost see the number of 

1,000 Billion Cosmos- or simply 1 Trillion Cosmos! 



This number…his destiny was indicating that it might be the Golden number he could reach before he 

was truly and entirely stopped, but even Noah would still see if it was something he couldn't exceed no 

matter how he tried himself. 

But for now, his mind focused on the Casuistic Origin Primogenial Strata he had entered, or it could be 

referred to as his Primogenial Casuistic Origin! 

[<Primogenial Casuistic Origin>:: A stage of Origin that hasn't yet entered the stage of Reality but is far 

above normal Cosmic Filament. Exceeding this limitation has allowed the uncontrollable Natural Laws of 

Reality to be more easily pulled towards you as forging the concepts of TABOO is easier. The reserves of 

your essences are further expanded as a few specific essences are naturally undergoing refinement to 

be capable of casting Reified Abilities. <Primogenial Origin Empowerment> is granted as your Origin can 

withstand traversing across the veils of Dimensions and other unique spatial boundaries with ease, not 

requiring the Essence of that Dimension to be capable of surviving within it. With the Primogenial 

Casuistic Origin as the base, a unique Reality will be formed when the shackles of the Firmaments of 

Ascendancy are broken as there is a high chance of attaining a <Paramount Ancient Reality> of your 

current Era. As an existence with an Origin at the Casuistic Primogenial Strata, Attacks from others of the 

same Strata are nullified by 20% while Attacks from a lower unranked Strata are nullified by 95%$%#& 

Much of the details of the Primogenial Casuistic Origin were still being quantified as Noah waited for the 

Destined number of 1 trillion, with him looking forward to the refinement of his essences that would 

meet some of the conditions to have his abilities undergo REIFICATION! 

And some of the details repeated themselves similarly to the Primogenial Soul description as Noah 

breezed over those. 

There were a few more things to unpack from the details of the Primogenial Casuistic Origin, but one of 

the more prominent ones Noah focused on was that when he finally forged his Reality, it would be a 

<Paramount Ancient Reality> of this era that would exceed all others! 

"So a Paramount Ancient Kainos Reality…> 

Just like his Bloodline, he would even make his Origin to be termed after the current Era! 

It was a wild and boastful thing as Noah did it freely going over the other fantastical details of the 

Primogenial Casuistic Origin as he sensed the many profound changes still occurring within him and 

nodded. 

It was time to optimize and quantify what all the recent boosts would elevate his power to, but he 

couldn't do all this without gazing at the last prompt of the boons of the TABOO Sanguine Emperor had 

been holding back this whole time! 
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The last prompt from elevating the Sanguine Emperor to TABOO. 

Noah saved the best for last as in a stellar humanoid form where arcs of multicolored light burst from 

his body, his luminous eyes pulled up the golden crimson prompt! 



<The new Quasi-REIFIED ability [Bloodfiend] has been born under the authority of TABOO the Sanguine 

Emperor.> 

"Mmm…" 

Quasi-REIFIED! 

His essence was undergoing regiment to be capable of casting Reified Abilities as the authority of 

TABOO directly granted him a Quasi-REIFIED that he should now be able to cast with his refined essence 

and Essence of Reality. 

He continued on as he focused on the details of this ability. 

<Bloodfiend>:: A Quasi-REIFIED Ability that requires at least two Primogenial Aspects of Existence to 

activate. It is a single target ability that locks onto the enemy and explodes out with Ancient True Blood 

Magic, being capable of dealing 200 True Reality Soul Damage and 1000 True Reality Damage. Every cast 

of this ability costs 1,000,000 Units of the Essence of Reality supported by refined Essence of Mana as its 

terror lies in the Ancient Bloodfiend coming from it…. 

"..." 

A TABOO skill that would be capable of allowing Noah to far exceed the 5 Million True Reality Damage 

Value that beginner LEGENDS dished out had appeared. 

OOOOM! 

Destiny weaved around Noah madly as lines of Karma and Fate vibrated intensely, many possibilities 

rising in his mind as he had truly arrived at this stage in such a short period of time! 

And…there was still more to come as at this moment, his destiny was telling him that the Pure-Blooded 

Cardinal Royal Human Bloodline was about to give him a surprise in the far lands where his clone of 

Alexander was moving in! 

— 

The scene was one of utmost wonder. 

The enormous corpse of an existence above the Primogenial Strata was suspended in the air while 

raising its hands and hoisting up a stellar crimson gold sea! 

A stellar sea that many people in the Pure-Blooded Cardinal Royal Human Bloodline knew as the Sacred 

Blood Sea. 

Noah had just arrived with Beatrix when the auras of two Emperors and an Empress locked unto him. 

This was because these were siblings of Genevieve who had gone ahead and obtained their own 

followers on their journeys, but the follower that Genevieve returned with was an existence who had 

profound potential as he had even completed three Physiques! This alone told them his power should 

be stably above a Legend's Visage! 

It was a truly powerful follower for Genevieve to have gained as she would be all that much safer in the 

Unexplored Grotto Sanctum that was to come. 



So the eyes of Genevieve's siblings- Emperor Namur, Emperor George, and Empress Roseanne all locked 

onto Noah with focused gazes! 

"…We can proceed with the baptism and see just who is aligned with our bloodline." 

Emperor Namur spoke as the voice of this being was magnetic. 

He had golden flowing hair with eyes radiating a piercing gold light, and he was adorned in a simple 

emperor's robe that shone with incandescent white and gold light. 

Emperor Namur was the oldest out of all the siblings left alive from the lineage of the current Bloodline 

Master, and he sat at the peak of one of the Reality Trees as the two other massive trees had the 

identities of Empress Roseanne and Emperor George residing on them. 

These three beings swirled with immense power and regality as they held profound foundation and 

might at the Ninth Firmament of Ascendancy, illusory crowns spinning above the heads of Roseanne and 

George as a solidified crown spun wondrously above the golden haired Emperor Namur! 

Genevieve was on the other Reality Tree as she was surrounded by her own forces, her own solidified 

crown spinning serenely as these Candidate Rulers of these Pure Blooded Domains were all sitting high 

above and releasing a light of regality that put all others below them! 

They seemed untouchable and holy as one of them would eventually be granted a unique title to 

oversee countless quintillions and hold a seat of power that would grant them access to many things! 

The eyes of such beings were currently coming to focus on the entrant that was Alexander King. 

He was fresh on the minds of many people as the observers who routinely came to see the bloodline 

baptisms carried out began talking amongst themselves about the feats of this existence that they had 

once seen in the Vestigial Flames Mountain. 

Noah's visage was unphased by all of these gazes as he flew past the many figures of normal Royal 

Humans and went towards the scintillating crimson Sacred Blood Sea, stopping just a distance away 

before coming in contact with this sacred blood sea. 

His eyes were calm as he caused all those looking at him to see an infallible being who seemed free of 

worries, his very eyes showing strength and fearlessness that seemed to not even put the far above 

Emperors and Empresses in his eyes! 

"Interesting…." The figure of Empress Roseanne licked her lips as she muttered under her breath, her 

shimmering dark hair and curves pulsing with light as unknown thoughts crossed her mind when she 

gazed at the being below who actually raised his head to speak while gazing at a laid back Genevieve. 

"Shall I proceed forward, Empress?" 

The tone was carefree as it was picked up in the minds of the other three siblings, Empress Roseanne 

flashing with a particularly cold light as Emperor Namur and George waved their hands to send out three 

followers each from their Reality trees. 

Each of them shone with their own uniqueness and vibrancy as they seemed to be from different races. 



One was an enormous hound whose skin seemed to be made of quasars, another had a humanoid figure 

with the head of a Golden Bull whose horns caused the surrounding space to fluctuate! 

Another was a resplendent Cerulean furred wolf that actually came from the Royal Cosmic Wolves 

Bloodline as similar to how Genevieve had visited the Celestial Vines and obtained the Enlightened 

Peerless Alchemist Alexander King- this Royal Wolf was also a rare genius taken from his Primordial 

Bloodline. 

This wolf and a few others stemmed from Emperor Namur as he gazed towards the masses of millions of 

Pure-Blooded Royal Humans while he spoke out. 

"The Bloodline Baptism is a sacred event where followers of the Royal Human Lineage will undergo a 

change and be welcomed into this very bloodline. Those who are particularly in tune with our bloodline 

will achieve a higher level of baptism as their blood will be measured in Purity!" 

WAA. 

As he spoke, the followers they sent forth neared the Sacred Blood Sea similar to Noah as they waited 

for permission to enter. 

'A Sacred Blood Sea…' 

Noah had this thought as his Emperor's will was contained and reigned in, laughing inside that some 

unknown followers whose names didn't even matter to be mentioned actually thought they could 

compete or even shine bright when an existence who had in his accolades the distinction of a 

<Protagonist> was here! 

An existence that had forged a Bloodline named after the current Era and many more things that they 

couldn't even comprehend. 

If they even knew about the TABOO Authority geared towards Blood that Noah had and the event 

happing here today, they would all be running away from here before they had fallen behind his 

shadow! 
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Noah's heart and will were firm as he understood himself and his position very well currently. 

As his clone of Alexander stood in before the Sacred Blood Sea, the masses of uniquely dressed Royal 

Humans who were prideful of their power and Lineage seemed like normal beings to him, and even the 

Rulers like Emperor Namur, George, and Empress Roseanne couldn't even be considered on par with 

him! 

Genevieve was merely set as his target right now for the destinies and opportunities she provided, with 

his entrance into the Unexplored Grotto Sanctum being through her as some of his future Seeds of 

TABOO…would also come from her when the time came to end things entirely. 

So the followers that Genevieve's three siblings brought…these poor existences didn't even know who 

they were trying to compete with as Noah could only lament for their destinies. 

'Well, let's not go too wild.' 



WAA! 

Noah had such a thought as he was currently masking this clone heavily with the authority of LETHE, 

otherwise his terrifying aura of an existence with a Primogenial Casuistic Origin would evoke outwards 

and cause those in the surroundings to shudder. 

His main body was currently solidifying its gains and understanding just what it truly meant to have over 

600 Billion Cosmos brimming with vitality in his Origin, the expanded pool of Essence of Reality making 

many things possible as with the elevation of Sanguine Emperor and constant refinement of Physiques, 

he could also continue to brand himself with the VITALITY ecritures and further increase his defense! 

All this…on top of looking at the details of the newly birthed Nomological Edicts of Dream Emperor, 

Opulent Emperor, Pathfinder, and the Causal Nexus Emperor. He also had to undergo the next Infinite 

Dream that would advance the stage of his Infinite Reality, and finalize the materials for more TABOO 

Relics- with his clone in the Mirror Reality with RUINATION looking for the last pieces of materials at this 

very moment. 

And further on top of this was beginning to balance his three Aspects of Existence by using Sanguine 

Adequation on the Origin now as it had exceeded all others, using its Cosmos to raise his Body and Soul 

as with it, the first Cycle of the Infinite Dream Physique should be done soon! 

'The things I have to do are too many…' 

It seemed more and more things always came even after he cleared his table, with there still being other 

miscellaneous things he had to oversee as he could also do that with more freedom after the Limit of 

True Sanguine Clones was raised to 10. 

What his clone of Alexander was doing now…was merely a small part in all the things he was doing on 

the sidelines as if Noah could liken it to something, it would be him progressing forward the main story 

line while he buffed himself up crazily in the background to prepare to utterly thrash the geniuses and 

Emperors of the Kainos Era he was about to come in contact with. 

It was all so that when he gazed at the existences that had worked for Millions and billions of years 

schemed and prepared for countless hours…he could trample them below his feet as his Origin alone 

before it even became a Reality could suppress them! 

The Adjudicator Commanders and the Obsidian Adjudicator Commanders, the Chosen Emperors and 

LEGENDS who oversaw everything from the past Era! 

Those with Mythical Natural Born Physiques…and those with treasures and secrets gathered from the 

vastness of these Realities. 

He wanted to meet them all. He wanted to gaze upon the wonders out there and see just how far his 

own foundation had come! Against ancient existences who had lived for Ages. 

Against unbelievable monsters like OPPENHEIMER…could he ever aspire to reach them when they had 

been alive for who knows how many billions of years? 



For an existence like him who had even attained the seat of the True Emperor of an Age as he 

conducted such an action! For an existence who was at the peak of power then…he did not just stall 

these past billions of years as who knew how much stronger he had gotten. 

Who knew even where he was now and what he was doing? 

Could Noah…truly set his eyes on such a level of beings? 

OOOM! 

Bursts of Destiny, Karma, Fate, and Fortune surged around him as Noah didn't need to answer this 

question. 

He knew that his biggest weakness was time as this was why he favored the 10,000+:1 time ratio of the 

Cosmic Holy Land. If he wanted to catch up to those terrifying existences…his Infinite Mana, Destiny, 

uniquely designed Edicts and reality altering systems, and the tools he had in his hands would all come 

into play! 

Things like his Infinite Reality, RUINATION, LETHE, and the terrifying uncontrollable tool that was 

Lavalliere, a tool that… 

<...are you thinking bad thoughts about me? I feel like you're almost about to badmouth me.> 

"..." 

Lavalliere's voice rang out in Noah's mind just when he thought about her, but he ignored her for now 

and got back on his thought process as all of these things were just his preparations to try and catch up 

to these resplendent beings! 

This was why he was stressing his Foundation so much. 

This was why he was taking exceeding the limitations step by step and so seriously. It was all to build a 

platform that would catapult him to catch up and even exceed those terrifying beings who might be 

capable of erasing him with a mere thought at this moment in time. 

As for the answer to whether he could actually do it? 

"Hmmm…" 

A deep smile formed on his main body that was reflected on the form of Alexander as well- a smile that 

when Empress Genevieve saw it…her calm and cold expression was wiped off as she became utterly 

serious! 

It was like she had seen something from that smile and Noah's eyes as her own gaze became extremely 

sharp in the distance. 

She wasn't the only one as just from gazing at him, Emperor Namur and the other two siblings also felt 

their eyes tighten just from the smile and eyes of this being that didn't even seem to see them! 
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"...Those who are particularly in tune with our bloodline will achieve a higher level of baptism as their 

blood will be measured in Purity!" 

The words of Emperor Namur were just fading when Noah had his thought process and adopted an aura 

and a gaze that even caused the eyes of the Emperors and Empresses to focus on him sharply in alarm, 

the gaze of Empress Roseanne becoming particularly more piercing as her voice echoed out next. 

"The vast majority of Royal Humans in the Firmaments of Ascendancy have just over 50% Purity within 

their bloodline, those in the Ninth Firmament of Ascendancy would have refined their blood further as 

they would near 60% or 70%- with special existences like Adjudicator Katelyn being one of the rare few 

that have exceeded 90% and achieving a level of purity that only the truest Royalty of our Bloodline 

enjoy." 

"Thus…we also entertain the level of Purity our followers would have, so special occasions of Bloodline 

Baptisms arise as we get to watch a grand show." 

WAA! 

Her lips curved into a smile as she spoke about this, her eyes seemingly excited to see how these events 

would play out. 

But all of this seemed to annoy a specific existence as Empress Genevieve finally spoke out sharply with 

a hint of authority! 

"We don't need all this talking. The time for the Baptism is ready, so just jump in and the results will 

show themselves!" 

…! 

The eyes of this reincarnated Olden Emperor shone with utmost coldness as she knew the true identity 

of the being before her. He was a Chosen Emperor as she knew none of the followers her older brothers 

and sister had brought would be able to even compare against him, this Baptism being something that 

Genevieve herself gained little benefit from. 

It wouldn't matter in the grand scheme of things with her waiting for them to enter the Unexplored 

Grotto Sanctum and watch how events would unfold there! 

"Haha!" Towards her words, Emperor Namur laughed boisterously as he continued. 

"It seems my little sister is impatient to see the results so…proceed forward. Bathe in the Blood of the 

Sacred Ancestor and let us see the purity you shall attain." 

BOOOM! 

The command was given as those situated on the massive reality trees watched on carefully. 

The Royal Humans adorned with capes standing on the vast dislike space that surrounded the Sacred 

Blood Sea quieted down and stopped their bustling discussions as they were intent to see which of the 

followers that these possible Emperors and Empresses brought would shine the brightest! 



The follower of Emperor Namur whose body was made of resplendent quasars jumped in first as the 

golden red Sacred Blood surged into his body and began to spin around him in a glorious storm of 

baptism. 

"A Sacred Blood Storm double the size of his body…he should reach at least 60% Purity!" 

WAA! 

Looks of acknowledgment rose as a small region of the Sacred Blood Sea was spinning in a wondrous 

storm to baptize this powerful follower at the Ninth Firmament, the sizes of all beings here restricted to 

5 meters as they seemed like ants when standing before the vast Sacred Blood Sea that was over 

100,000 miles long- the body of the Sacred Royal human Ancestor holding it being even larger! 

The other Ninth Firmament followers didn't wait any longer as they also jumped in, the figure of the 

Royal Cosmic Wolf being particularly resplendent as a Sacred Blood Storm 5 times the size of his body 

began to swirl for his baptism. 

"Congratulations are in order, Sire. The Scion of the Royal Cosmic Wolves should be able to reach at 

least 70 Purity..." 

The beings around Emperor Namur on the peak of the Reality Tree smiled as they began to suck up, this 

golden haired regal being merely nodding his head as his eyes weren't focused on his followers at this 

moment. 

He was locked on the visage of Noah as just like the other three future Candidate Rulers, he had felt an 

imperceptible air of a Tyrant from this being that caused him to have a feeling he only felt when he 

gazed at specific beings! 

When he gazed at someone as special as Adjudicator Katelyn or Adjudicator Ezekiel. 

When he gazed…at the LEGENDS of his race! 

He felt the same gaze of utter confidence and might that only such beings would have as they held 

inherent belief that these vast Realities were in the palm of their hands, that their positions were 

unshaken with their foundation being something that was nearly impossible to destroy. Having to face 

such a feeling from the being before them…was a hard thing to accept! 

So even though some exceptional beings were showing off their compatibility in the Sacred Blood Sea, 

the gazes of the truly powerful were all on a single being who shook his head at this moment as he used 

the very space below his feet as a springbox, compressing it as he used the force of his body alone to 

affect space and jump as far towards the center of the Sacred Blood Sea as he could.F 

The swirling crimson gold storms of sacred blood surrounding the 9 followers of Emperor George, 

Namur, and Empress Roseanne passed below his eyes as he lamented for them! 

'Poor fools…' 

OOOM! 

Minor characters who didn't even know whose path they happened to cross! 



PA! 

Noah's figure landed in the Sacred Blood Sea as intense silence followed. 

No raging storms. 

No reaction of immense fervor! 

"Ho?" 

Interesting expressions and sneers began to arise as many beings still watched on expectantly. 

In the Sacred Blood Sea, Noah's hands rose as they felt the milky crimson gold Sacred Blood pass over 

his fingers, his Origin buzzing lightly as the authority of the Sanguine Emperor was let out and 

loosened…lightly! 

"..." 

BZZZZT! 

With him as the center, the surrounding Sacred Blood began to churn. 

A flash of golden crimson light burst out with the figure of Noah at the very center as soon after…the 

nearby seas of blood began to spin! 

But it didn't stop there. 

The effect spread out further and further outwards as even though everyone's forms were limited to 5 

meters, the swirling blood storm forming around Noah was not a few times his size as even now…it had 

spread to tens of miles as it only continued to expand further! 

…! 

"What?!" 

The eyes of many beings shot up in shock as this exceeded any scene from a Bloodline Baptism they had 

seen before. 

And it was just beginning as within seconds, the calm Sacred Blood Sea began to bubble and churn as 

gradually- a terrifying blood storm many miles in size began to form around a singular figure- the vibrant 

crimson gold blood surging into his body fervently! 

Even the swirling blood storms surrounding the prominently powerful Ninth Firmament followers were 

pulled away and redirected towards him. 

"Ah!" 

The followers gazed on in utter stupor as their baptism actually halted, the blood swirling around them 

seeming to find something much better than them as they rushed towards it with haste! 

Towards this being whose body currently glistened with a crimson gold light, a new prompt rose in his 

mind. 

<The Supreme Pure-Blooded Royal Human Bloodline has begun undergoing elevation.> 



WAA! 
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<The Supreme Pure-Blooded Royal Human Bloodline has begun undergoing elevation.> 

…! 

This was the rising prompt in Noah's mind as his Unnamed Kainos Emperor Bloodline roared out with 

power, pulling upon the TABOO Authority of the Sanguine Emperor to simply unleash it on the crimson 

gold Sacred Blood Sea as this was the result! 

A massive bloody storm began to rage around him and only expanded more and more as the followers 

of the other Candidate Rulers weren't even worth mentioning, gazing at everything in utter stupor and 

shock as above the Reality Trees, the most prominent royalty had risen to their feet. 

Emperor Namur, George, and Empress Roseanne were standing and locking their gazes into the barely 

discernible figure of Noah bathed by bundles of crimson gold blood surging into him- his form 

fluctuating and changing as his already sculpted body became larger and larger, his fair spotless skin 

showing strings of muscles so strong that one would think he was made of crystalline Reality Metal! 

Empress Genevieve was the only one still sitting as her gaze retained its calmness. 

She expected something ridiculous from this Chosen Emperor, but even her expectations continued to 

be exceeded as she nearly sighed! 

This was the enemy she chose for herself. 

She knew very well the impossible task of scheming against a Chosen Emperor, but she still chose to as a 

being like him was crucial to steal the destiny of if she wanted things to play out differently from the Age 

of Destiny. 

She needed to accumulate more destiny as no matter how arduous the task it would be to handle this 

Chosen Emperor…she had to do it! 

'If you are bright enough during this moment, you might even be able to help me succeed in my quest 

against you…' 

A dangerous thought rose within her as she thought of what the repercussions of this Chosen Emperor's 

current actions would be. 

If he went wild enough with his actions…she expected to be able to fish some things from it! 

OOOM! 

An austere aura of ancientness began to pervade around the Sacred Blood Sea as everything was 

churning wildly, the masses of watching Royal Humans tumbling back in shock as the massive body of 

the Sacred Blood Ancestor…also began to shake. 

At the center of the storm, vibrant streaks of crimson gold blood surged into Noah's True Sanguine 

Clone as they were transferred into his main body soon after, Noah undergoing his baptism truly in the 

Cosmic Holy Land as he adorned the form of a Royal Human. 



Yet this form was gradually being changed inside and out as Noah's visage was becoming massive, his 

musculature becoming built monstrously as he seemed like a character designed by an animator who 

had simply gone overboard on his muscles! 

A ridiculous 10 pack could be seen with clear definition as the pectoral muscles alone were the size of 

someone's torso, his visage truly seeming fantastical as with increased amounts of Sacred Blood surging 

into him, a scintillating golden wing began to form on the back of his right shoulder. His skin shone with 

a stellar gold and white luster as he seemed to be forged from molten gold, his hair color entirely 

changing in this form to become a radiant stellar white gold. 

Along with this were the dings of prompts that continued to resound in his mind! 

<The Supreme Pure-Blooded Cardinal Royal Human Bloodline is advancing to the Quasi-Venerable Tier.> 

<The Pure Arch-Royal Human Bloodline is coming to fruition!> 

HUUUM! 

Pure Arch-Royal! 

Not Pure-Blooded, but simply pure. 

When the Pure was given the distinction of Blood, that seemed to only focus on this aspect. But the 

elevation to Quasi-Venerable changed the name of the Bloodline to Pure Arch-Royal Human Bloodline as 

a magnificent golden wing formed on one's right side to signify its authority, with the second wing only 

appearing if one managed to elevate this Bloodline further to VENERABLE! 

Seas of crimson gold Sacred Blood surged into his body and was devoured by the Unnamed Kainos 

Emperor Bloodline, the volume of the Sacred Blood Sea noticeably reducing in the Lands where the 

Bloodline Baptism was occurring as in mere moments, the Golden wing behind Noah's main body 

finished. 

WAA! 

With it came the completion of the elevation as… 

<You have attained the Quasi-Venerable Pure Arch-Royal Human Bloodline!> 

Yet before these boons could even be enjoyed by this newly risen Bloodline, the will of the Unnamed 

Kainos Emperor erupted out within Noah. 

<The quality of the Quasi-Venerable Bloodline is subpar as the will of the Unnamed Kainos Emperor 

absorbs its strongest aspects.> 

OOOM! 

The Bloodline Noah had forged which took in the aspects of all of his Bloodlines! It moved at this 

moment to actually commandeer the boosts of the Pure Arch-Royal Human Bloodline as it considered its 

boosts subpar, absorbing nearly everything about it to produce a more potent effect under the 

Unnamed Kainos Emperor Bloodline! 

<The feature of Pure Royal Physique has been born under the Unnamed Kainos Emperor Bloodline.> 



<Pure Royal Physique>:: A Passive reality-altering ability that increases the rate of Physique Refinement 

by 3x. Born from the accumulation of all the concepts of the Pure Arch-Royal Human Bloodline, it is the 

perfect ability for one to exceed the forging of the Body Aspect of Existence…. 

THRUM! 

The atmosphere shuddered as the swirling white Dream Essence Storm around Noah surged with a 

domineering light, the first Cycle of the Infinite Dream Physique Refinement proceeding ever faster as it 

was bound to finish even sooner! 

"A decent gain stemming from a mere Baptism of a Primordial Bloodline…" 

Noah's voiced out mesmerizingly as he checked the now blank Pure Arch-Royal Human form that was a 

form in name only, having all of its boons culminated to the single Reality altering passive ability under 

his Unnamed Kainos Emperor Bloodline as whatever boons it's True Form held would also be added to 

his Unnamed Kainos Emperor True Form! 

As he ascertained his gain with the main body in the Cosmic Holy Land, he didn't let things proceed in 

the same way in the Sacred Blood Sea where the Clone of Alexander was- where the Progeny of the 

current Bloodline Master could see a single golden wing beginning to form behind his back as their eyes 

showed genuine shock. 

"He is actually pulling upon the Sacred Blood…to achieve a Royal Human Form that only LEGENDS can 

refine!" 

WAA! 

When Pure-Blooded Cardinal Royal Humans refined their Blood enough, it would naturally elevate to 

Quasi-Venerable as this was the phenomenon that they were experiencing before them! 

And it didn't stem from a Royalty with a truly pure Bloodline or even a LEGEND…but it was from an 

existence entering their bloodline for the first time! 
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Even as such a shocking phenomenon unfolded, Noah's eyes flashed with ingenuity in the midst of the 

surging blood storm as he continued to collect more of this unique liquid, this clone showing his 

advancement was not complete as the Golden wing behind him was still half formed! 

Noah didn't show that he had attained everything as he began to pull his authority back into himself 

ever so slightly- this sticking to his guidelines of not being too wild. 

It was also because his destiny had shown multiple fates rising up for the near future- paths that showed 

a new entrant with great significance was about to appear. 

This was because as the Sacred Blood Sea became utterly tumultuous…the Sacred Ancestor holding it up 

began to shine with a cold golden light! 

"Ah…!" 



The masses of Royal Humans backed up in alarm at this as this should have been a corpse! Yet at this 

moment, a budding aura had begun to release from it as its eyelids…began to tremble. 

They wavered up and down as the corpse of the Sacred Ancestor truly seemed like it was about to wake! 

At such a juncture… 

HOOOONG! 

An illustrious and overbearing might suddenly washed down from the area above the Sacred Blood Sea. 

An aura of immense authority and wonder as it carried with it an inviolable might that encompassed the 

Sacred Blood Sea below along with the Sacred Ancestor! 

"Ah…" The eyes of the watching Royal Humans trembled as such an aura was something they were 

familiar with, their knees buckling below them as they paid their respects! 

Those on the Expansive disk surrounding the Blood Sea, those on the Reality Trees around it…they all 

got on their knees as their wills gazed up to see the nonchalant figure of the Genuine LEGEND that was 

visiting this area of the Pure-Blooded Domain. 

"Uncle Brightborn…" Emperor George and Empress Roseanne breathed sighs of relief as they saw the 

appearance of this being- a singular existence whose hands were pressing down at this moment as he 

had a calm smile on his face, but he utterly suppressed the raging storms as the Sacred Blood Sea 

calmed entirely too quickly! 

The corpse of the Sacred Ancestor that seemed about to wake became calm again, all the fervor and 

wildness brought about from the figure of Alexander being suppressed instantly as this clone at the 

center of the crimson gold sea gazed up calmly. 

Before his eyes was an expert of shocking power, and yet the visage of this being was unique as he 

appeared like a barely matured young man above 15 years of age! His hair shone with a devilish dark 

charm as his eyes were deep and ancient- being the only thing that showed his true Age. 

This being had appeared out of nowhere to entirely suppress everything, Noah having recalled his own 

TABOO authority before he appeared as this LEGEND had no opposing force when he laid his authority 

down! 

Now, he looked towards Noah's position while nodding with a smile, tapping down with his fingers as his 

voice actually resounded in Noah's ears. 

"Let's talk." 

BZZZT! 

His single action of a tap of a finger caused a silver bubble to wrap around Noah, this bubble popping an 

instant later as he disappeared! 

Something similar occurred on one of the Reality Trees as the figure of Genevieve also became wrapped 

up in a silver bubble and disappeared, the visage of the LEGEND doing the same and leaving behind the 



three other Future Candidate Rulers that looked on blankly and the masses of watching Royal Humans 

that were still kneeling. 

The followers who were still on the Blood Sea that thought of themselves as geniuses also had blank 

looks on their faces, the visage of a true Protagonist becoming ingrained in their memories as they 

would never be able to forget it! 

— 

When Noah's will came to, he found himself standing on top of a long stellar river that stretched 

towards the horizon endlessly. Beside him, the figure of Empress Genevieve appeared as Noah adopted 

a light smile on his face. 

"Empress." 

He nodded as if everything was normal, his eyes soon coming to gaze in front of them as the unshakable 

figure of a young man appeared. 

Brightborn. 

A LEGEND of an Unknown Strata that when Noah gazed at him with his Eyes of the Kainos Emperor, 

nothing was shown as it was all question marks! 

<Brightborn ????> :: Realm-????, Edicts-????, Destiny-????, Fortune-????... 

Noah had designed the Eyes of the Kainos Emperor to give him something similar to the status panels of 

those he gazed at, but this LEGEND before his eyes couldn't be seen through unless Noah unleashed all 

of his TABOO authority and possibly went all out! 

"Little Gen seems to have found a gem in the Celestial Vines." 

The mesmerizing voice of this LEGEND echoed out as Noah nodded with a smile, but his head never 

bowed nor did he kneel like all others! 

"I thank Esteemed LEGEND for the praise." 

…! 

He didn't ingratiate himself or bow down as Brightborn raised his brows at this and let out a light laugh. 

"Your very Blood seems to scream of pride as you do not even pay respects to a LEGEND! Haha, I won't 

hold this against you as I was at the same place once…and you can now be considered one of us as after 

the results from the Sacred Blood Sea, you should be halfway to becoming an Arch-Royal Human?" 

His eyes shone with a knowing light as Noah nodded, the form he currently adorned being that of a Pure 

Arch-Royal Human with half a golden wing! Brightborn smiled knowingly as he turned towards 

Genevieve and nodded. 

"You've brought in a genius this time with the potential of an Adjudicator Commander and the power to 

back it up…are you sure you can keep him as your follower?" 

…! 



Genevieve was beside Noah as she acted with care around this 'Uncle Brightborn', letting out a smile as 

she gazed towards Noah's figure. 

"I brought him here because I knew he was special. And also because someone of similar power to 

me…would be able to protect me all that much better!" 

WAA! 

Her eyes were sharp as they locked with Noah's, these two beings gazing at each other as if they could 

both see the thoughts of the other person and what they wanted to do! 

"Mm, good. Alexander, is it?" The small figure of Brightborn walked closer to them on the endless stellar 

river he had brought them to, floating up to be on the same height as Noah- his visage even floating a 

bit further as he seemed to be looking down slightly. 

"I stepped in the Sacred Blood Sea to prevent any problems for you as if you attained the full Arch-Royal 

Human Bloodline, you would have met the requirements to fight for the legacy and rulership of this 

region of the Pure Blooded Domains. But this…is a boon, as well as a curse as those you would be 

fighting against have LEGENDS within their Lineage as even with your talents, they might drown you in 

insignificant politics when your path can lie elsewhere!" 

…! 

The eyes of this LEGEND released a terrifying light as they locked onto Noah and continued. 

"With your foundation and the fact that you can achieve refinement in three Physiques before becoming 

a LEGEND, Reality is all but guaranteed for you as depending on how you excel in the Firmaments of 

Ascendancy…your path could be illustrious in the future as some Primordial Factions will even seek you 

out to join them!" 

WAA! 

Bursts of unseen Destiny rose and fell in waves as Noah's mind was calm while listening to the words of 

a LEGEND. 

A path was gradually forming in his mind as his Destiny showed a level of fortune waiting for him in 

terms of knowledge this time around. 

"All talented Primordials are more often than not recruited by the factions of the Pure Reality with the 

allure of resources and treasures one can attain there, but I will advise you to remain with the Pure-

Blooded Royal Human Bloodline simply because the LEGENDS remaining in this faction are few…which 

means all the many more resources that will be allocated to you in the future!" 

His figure of a young being had begun to shine with an incandescent light as he spoke, his eyes shining 

with an endless river of a Reality as his visage laid down a wondrous authority- his true purpose in doing 

all this being revealed with the next set of words he spoke. 

"I can smooth out this path for you and even let you know of the secrets of entering the stage of Reality, 

with the only thing I ask of you being that when you enter the Unexplored Grotto Sanctum in the next 

few days…you be mindful of a few things and bring back some resources directly to me. I will trade them 

with everything you will require to become a LEGEND." 



…! 

The Unexplored Grotto Sanctum. 

Everything came back to this as within it- the most powerful beings in the Ninth Firmament of 

Ascendancy would obtain the most things. Noah had just revealed himself to be capable of holding three 

Physiques as he now even possessed the Pure-Blooded Royal Human Bloodline through Baptism- going 

even further to be halfway towards possessing the Arch-Royal Human Bloodline that LEGENDS of this 

race attained! 

'I am another card you want to play for this Unexplored Grotto Sanctum…' 

Noah's mind buzzed with activity as his main body pulled upon the strings of destiny and fate, seeing 

that this being must have planted multiple cards to play for this unique domain many geniuses would 

soon enter. 

A fantastical Grotto Sanctum that no established LEGENDS could influence and enter…so they instead 

had to send in powerful existences in the Ninth Firmament of Ascendancy to claim treasures for them as 

they made deals behind the scene! 

 


